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Item Text

Option Text 1

Option Text 2

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

According to Derrida, literature is the place to study ….

structure

iterability

semiosis

meaning

Which of the following sentences is correct, according to
the Speech Act Theory.

Normal speech acts Literature is included
are parasitical on
in felicitous spceech
literature.
acts.

Literature is
parasitical on normal
speech acts.

Literature is certainly
a normal speech act.

Creolizations, assimilations and syncretism are negotiated in
African presence
….

European presence

New World Presence British Presence

Garvey's Children' is a creation of ….

Tony Sewell

Marcus Garvey

Bob Marley

According to Marxist thought

Life determines
consciousness

Corporeal man can be
Consciousness
understood by his
determines life
thought

spiritual intercourse of
man determines his
material behaviour

For Jaques Darrida, the literary object is…..

an ideal object

a real object

an inaginary object

a message

Who can produce significant literature,according to
Eagleton?

Marxist intellectuals genuine revolutionaries

radical conservatives
and revolutionaries

only communist party
members

Relationship of the development of material productio to
artistic production is …..

unequal & indirect

direct & simple

equal and
simultaneous

equal & direct

Derek Bishton

Todorov illustrates his analysis of narrative with reference
to

Divine comedy by
Dante

Canterbury Tales by
Chaucer

Decamoron by
Baccacccio

Pierce the Ploughman
by Langland

According to Stuart Hall, Identity is ……

transparent

unproblematic

a finished and given
product

constituted within
representation

The possibility of
What does according to Derrida, Literariness depend upon
rooting it firmly in
?
the context

The possibility of
detaching language
from social context.

The possibility of
connecting fiction to
author's intensions

The possibility of
moking sense of
language in the light
of its context

How should one interpret feminine behaviour?

Submission

Docility

Mindlessness

Protest

What is woman's situation compared to that of the man?

Superior

Inferior

Equal

Different

Her attitude is one of
constant approach.

Even when things are She assumes
quiet, she feels
responsibility for her
anxious.
failures and successes.

Which of the following sentence does not expresss woman's She is not resigned
unhappiness?
to being resigned.

What stimulates the readers to supply what is meant?

the statements in the
the gaps arising out if
what is said in the text
the narrated events
text.
the dialogue

The asymmetry
What stimulates the constitutive activity on the part of the
between text and
reader?
reader.

The symmetry between The communicative
text and reader.
stance of the text.

the interpretative
inclination of the
reader.

Which Marxist thinker distinguised between illusion and
fiction?

Pierre Macherey

F.H. Bradley

Althusser

Plekharov

British policy regarding Indian education is called …….

Colonialism

Who was the author of the tract- 'Observations on the state
Charles Grant
of society among the Asiatic subjects of Great Britiain'?

Which of the following is not a feature of 18th century
novel?

Shifting of interest
to individual
psychology

Occidentalism

Neo-colonialism

Orientalism

Thomas Macaulay

C.E. Trevelyan

Adam Smith

A concept of life-like,
substatial character

Description of the
stream of
consciousness

Concern with the
material fortunes of a
protegonist

